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Coordinator's Message
This, the thirty-fifth exhibition of Fine Art Students at Fanshawe College, testifies to a versatility in
the art world of today. The work on display is the outcome of three years of full time study. Over these years,
promising changes have occurred both within the Program and the community at large. John Zubik Limited
Scrap Metals invited an annual onsite metal sculpture project, which has become a component of second
year sculpture. A selection committee awards prizes each year, and the finished works are displayed at Zubil<s
on Clarke Road. The campus gallery, recently renamed the Siskind Gallery, has hosted numerous exhibits of
fine art students. Subsequently, interest from within the College as well as sales have increased dramatically, a
process greatly enhanced by the College's initiative to maintain a permanent collection. A recent addition to
third year curriculum has been the introduction of field placement studies, which places individuals in galleries,
artists' studios and museums.
Outside of the College, other initiatives have been instituted. The St. Thomas/Elgin Art Centre has
initiated an annual National Student Art Competition. Each year three prizes are awarded, and in the first two
years our students have won five out of six. Last year, one student was included in the First International
Miniature Print competition held by the Ottawa School of Art. This year, the London gallery, Pretty In Ink,
located on Dundas Street, has had two juried exhibitions, which included many students from this group of
graduates. This year, also, a student was one of ten entries from forty in the Student Short Film category to
be chosen by the London Film Festival. In addition, this individual was the recipient of one of three awards.
Finally, perhaps the most daunting task for faculty will be the selection of three students from this group to
participate in the BMO Financial Group National Student Art Competition. On behalf of faculty and staff, we
look forward to following the achievements and successes of this year's graduates.
Tony McAulay
Coordinator, Fine Art Program
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Drawing, video. and animation fuse documentation and
narrative approaches in my work. Digital processes combine
video and drawings (paint. charcoal. pencil crayon) into
playful illusions of reality. The sublime slide between reality
and human consciousness is the basic subject in my videos.
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grito56@hotmail.com

1 Danny Alexander

The Advancement of Fear
charcoal & conte on matte board
57 x 102 cm 2006

School Daze
digital video
2:21 2006

Video/Drawing/Animation
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The relationship bet ween music, art. and graphic design is
blurred 1·n my assort ment of materials and recycled. objects.
The paraphema1•,a of the music indus try such as v1nyl records.
,
cassette tapes, T-sh"I rts•• and..
.
album covers. compact discs.
stickers. etc. are endersed with my ban d's "heartmorntor
. nts in our music, that �1ng
theme. The idealized sent1m�
Is. medical fascinations.
death. mistreatment of ·ind1v1dua
.
and contemporary. life, are interpreted by the mult1p
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1maged merchandise.
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Heartmorntor
.
Campact Discs
mixed media
dimensions vanable
.
2007

Heartmonitor Vinyl Recor s
�
silkscreen on vinyl r
30.5 x 30.5 cm ����

michael_ange1-420@hotmail.com

3 Michael Angel

Merch Booth
mixed media
· ble 2006
dimensions vana

Interdisciplinary 4
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Various mythological narratives and creatures inspire my
technological species. Drawing, painting, and digital media
are the materials used for these historical allusions. My
fantastical creatures of astrology, Greek. Haida. Egyptian,
and India play a dance into the popular poster culture of
today's youth.

acrylic and airbrush on illustration board
74.9 x 101.6 cm 2006 - 2007

bdc_thelst@hotmail.com

5 Sherisse Buck

Raven
acrylic and airbrush on masonite
76.2 x 59.2 cm 2006 - 2007

Sobek
digital print
50.8 x 76.2 cm 2006 - 2007

Painting/Drawing/Digital Media
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Organically painted texturized bubble microscopic layers of
fleshy malleable decay achieve intimately deforming blurring
life-lines and death-lines grotesque and beautiful.

modestskyclad@japanimation.com

7 Sarah Clark

Untitled (detail)
acrylic and gel medium on canvas
152.4 x 152.4 cm 2006

Untitled (detail)
acrylic, modeling paste. polymer medium on canvas
60.9 x 182.9 cm 2007

Erotica Asphyxiation
acrylic. modeling paste. polymer medium on canvas
Painting 8
dimensions varaible 2007
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Comic book images cropped, textured, flattened and painted,
transform the familiar into new illusions. Acrylic paint,
watercolour, and oil pastel elevate the strength of the
original printed matter into further ambiguous shapes. The
multiple comic becomes uniquely disturbing as narratives and
memories grow into freshly painted worlds.

whereami5891@hotmail.com

9 Fred Fuller

Demons (detail)
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
61 x 121.9 cm (each panel) 2006

The Beauty of Lies (detail below)
acrylic and oil pastel on canvas
76.2 x 101.6 cm 2006

...and the rest will follow
acrylic on canvas
137.2 x 91.4 cm 2007

Painting
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Flaws, faults. and socially prescribed physical insecurities are
acknowledged through a series of ironic photo narratives.
The digital media tools reverse advertiser's manipulations
and fom, critical engagements with current fashion
magazines and trends. The re-worked "advertisements"
question the psychological effects that the manufactured
ideals have on our society.

gib_girl27@hotmail.com

11 Alicia Gibson

Drop Dead Gorgeous Accessories
digital photograph
43.2 x 2Z9 cm 2006

Duct Tape: The Secret Weapon
digital photographs
2Z9 x 215.9 cm 2006

Digital Photography 12
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The ambiguous apparatus of Film Nolr inspires the subject
and conditions of light and depth in my paintings and videos.
The manipulation of layers, contrast. colour, and scale
convey a sense of mood that dominates the new image and
alienates its origins. The paintings and videos possess new
visual interpretations hypnotized by fluorescent patterns,
obscuring their collective histories.

daniel.glassford@gmail.com

13 Daniel Glassford

Cyanosis (detail)
acrylic and pigment on canvas
50.8 x 152.4 cm 2007

Analogous Conflagration (top), Cathartic (bottom)
acrylic and pigment on canvas
50.8 x 152.4 cm 2007

PaintingNideo 14
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The pIay of distortion, through reflectio
. n .is the focus in my
drawi ngs and aintings Lines, scratching circular can vases
.
and burst'.ng :alloons are techniques tha , emphasize
distorted ,mages in pictorial space. T v� al distortions an d
�
material play are metaphors for the un,��ries of thought.

. 15@hotmail com
zoltnx_
.

15 Adam Grenier

The Great Dust Collector (top), PauI's Shop (bottom)
oil sticks on canvas
58 cm diam 2007

Untitled
marker on balloon
12 cm d.,am 2007

Study for The Great Dust Collector
graphite n pa
�
171 cm diam i�07
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Painting/Drawing
·
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Political issues have inspired me to express views and
concerns through art in an approachable manner. Through a
variety of mediums I find myself exploring the topic of
"innocent pain" and confronting the truth. I use found
objects, such as bullets and oranges, that relate directly to the
subject matter.

The Letter
mixed media
dimensions variable 2007

duckfeet73@hotmail.com

17 Stephanie Jarick

Fruit of the loins are the fruits of life. The circle of life is the
circle of death.
mixed media
dimensions variable 2007

Life Support (detail above)
mixed media
dimensions variable 2007

Interdisciplinary
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Photo sources of traditional dress inspire the visual dynamics
within my works. The vibrant colours, patterns and textures
of textiles and jewelry play an inspiring role. Active brushwork
and close cropped compositions celebrate both the act of
painting and the mystery of subject.

whitewing12@hotmail.com

19 Polly Lochhead

Intricate Observation II
acrylic on canvas
81 x 81 cm

Hands
acrylic on canvas
91.4 x 121.9 cm 2006

Painting 20
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Black and white photographic portraits are translated into
monochromatic colour paintings. The colour demonstrates
a particular feeling, changing the same pictorial image into a
new work. I begin with taking a photograph of a person,
and through the painting process further examine the
interpretation of subject and colour.

andy.mcfly@gmail.com

21 Andrea Macfarlane

Fate: Lachesis (panel 2)
acrylic on canvas
61 x 61 cm 2007

Fury : Tisiphone (Red)
Alecto (Blue)
Megaera (Purple)
acrylic on canvas
61 x 61 cm (each panel) 2007

Painting 22
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An excess accumulation of paint applied from syringes onto
a plaster textured canvas amplifies the materiality of paint.
Harmonious colour combinations unite the topography when
orginally applied horizontally. Vertically turned, the wet paint
is left to its own chance behaviour and the painting becomes
a record of a controlled phenomenological process.

jessicamassard@hotmail.com

23 Jessica Massard

Familiarity to Strangeness No. 5 (detail)
acrylic on canvas
60 x 60 cm 2007

Aqueous Transmission
acrylic and plaster on canvas
122 x 122 cm 2007

Familiarity to Strangeness No.2 (top)
Familiarity to Strangeness No.5 (bottom)
acrylic on canvas
60 x 60 cm (each) 2007
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Painting 24

Graphic, multiplied, modified, assimilated and degenerated
architectural fom,s prevail within my work. Through the
interpretation of line, architectural sources shift from abstract
to literal, and from literal to abstract. The organic and
geometric process of a city's expansion inspires similar
growth and patterns in my explorations of drawing and
printmaking.

michelle.mcgeean@gmail.com

25 Michelle McGeean

Metropolis (detail)
serigraph on double weight bond
dimensions variable 2007

Post Metropolis I, Post Metropolis II (detail)
serigraph on double weight bond
dimensions variable 2007

Printmaking/Drawing
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Photographs of singular modernist high-rise buildings are the
starting point for illusionistic cityscapes. The combination of
drawing, staining, machine sewing, and hand-stitching on
frayed unstretched canvas reconsiders the geometric
qualities of the structures and the buildings' physical illusion.
The multpile layering of these mixed media drawings alludes
to relationships of space. light. pattern. in the corporate
urban centre.

merlingurl@hotmail.com

27 Jennifer Mcleod

Building I
thread. acrylic, pencil crayon. and ink on canvas
198 x 86.4 cm 2006

I I

Cityscape (Building I-VII)
thread, acrylic, pencil crayon, and ink on canvas
198 x 383.5 cm 2007

Mixed Media Drawing
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The body represented through medical illustration and x-ray
is the source for reconfiguring the human form. Lines
sculpted. drawn and scratched. allude to the real and artificial
world under the skin. This transformation showcases shape
and uncovers the layers lost between beauty and science.

cate_beth@hotmail.com

29 Kate McMurray

Hand Study
soft cut lino, pins on stonehenge
33 x 23 cm 2006

Silicon Plexus (detail)
ink on paper
64 x 50 cm 2007

I

X-ray I (detail)
x-ray
29.5 X 23.5 2007

Thigh Study
soft cut lino. ink. pins on stonehenge
50 x 30 cm 2007

Interdisciplinary
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Solastalgia inspires an approach to the physical process in
my painting. Painterly techniques including strong gestural
marks, controlled scratching, and the scraping of the
painting's surface, echo methods that harm the planet. The
subject of our polluted earth that continues to be eroded,
poisoned and scarred is the basis of how I measure these
alarming environmental disasters.

Untitled
acrylic on canvas
121.9 x 121.9 cm 2007

georginamegens_6@hotmail.com

31 Georgina Megens

Unititled
acrylic, jute on canvas
91.4 x 76.2 cm 2007

Untitled
acrylic on canvas
182.9 x 1575 cm 2006

Painting

I
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Liquid glycerin soap is poured into contemporary, possibly
toxic product bottles. The accumulated cast bottles provide
the basis for larger sculptures. Accepted cultural beliefs
around cleanliness and the tools used to purify a person.
place or thing. are questioned. This work engages the parallels
between material. form and function and their relationship to
concepts of culture and the body.

d_miron@fanshaweonline.ca

33 Denise Miron

Cleansing Tools #2 (Soap and Soap)
glycerin soap, metal, glass. rubber
dimensions variable 2006 - 2007

Sculpture/Performance 34
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The blur of contemporary pop culture within opaque,
impenetrably cryptic narrative paintings and drawings
inhabited by fantastical animals, objects, and personages is
a thematic rudiment. Possessed by an inimitably graphic free
hand sketch aesthetic, I employ an eclectic idiosyncratic
practicum towards painting and drawing that drives such
nervous frenzied energy into discriminating visual detail.
These narrative works occupy a tenuous space between
reality and absurdity, and between thought and fiction.

knguyen203@hotmail.com

35 Khanh Van Nguyen

All The Animals Were Gone (detail)
india ink, pigment liner, marker on frosted mylar
91 x 61 cm 2007

All The Animals Were Gone (top)
Covent Garden Market Whore (above & bottom left detail)
india ink, pigment liner, marker on frosted mylar acrylic, paper, glue on canvas
Painting/Drawing
137 cm x 137 cm 2006
91 x 61 cm 2007
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Chance marks on the canvas surface begin the structure of
my paintings. The intuitive manipulation of paint layers,
textures. and colours, struggles to shape chance into a
relationship between positive and negative space. The subject
of difference between the left and right brain both
competing with each other, yet fuctioning together, inspires
the concept of my paintings.

turbo1500@hotmail.com

37 Darlene Rock

Electrical Sex I
acrylic on canvas
137 x 91 cm 2007

Electrical Sex II
acrylic on canvas
137 x 91 cm 2007

Electrical Sex Ill
acrylic on canvas
lOlx 76 cm 2007

Painting

I
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The method of combining traditional media and
contemporary digital animation is the basis of my production
and subject matter. Laborious printed imagery recreates video
realities through transforming them back into moving images.
Perceptual and technical relations amplify visual errors
creating emotive and social experiences.
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Cellphones
video
4:50 2006

cameronstarr@hotmail.com

39 Cameron Starr-Humphreys

Milk and Tar
video animation
0:08 2006

Fight Scene
video animation
0:26 2006

Fight Scene
serigrapgh on paper
76.2 x 60.9 cm 2006

SerigraphNideo 40
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I have returned to my own blue collar roots to examine what
I see as beautiful - kitsch, camp and gaudy aesthetic from
recyclable material. The work may not be fine art in the
strictest sense; the craft element makes for eye catching
work. Nothing succeeds like excess. Nothing succeeds like
excess. Nothing succeeds like excess.

ckwaud122162@hotmail.com

41 Carolynn Waud

Marilyn Diptych
acrylic, modeling paste on masonite
61 x 61 cm (each panel) 2006

Kitsch Kamp
mixed media
121.9 x 91.4 cm 2007
Interdisciplinary 42
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